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OPPENHEIMER RECEIVES
FERMI AWARD

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer has been chosen to receive the
Fermi Award for 1963 for his contributions to development of
nuclear energy. According to the New York Times of April
5, the award is intended as a symbolic action to “clear the
name” of the former director of the Los Alamos Laboratory.

The Times states that “tie decision to give the award to
Dr. Oppenheimer comes as a climax to several years of behind
the scenes activities during those years persons within both
the Eisenhower and Kennedy Administrations and outside
gmmps have sought for a feasible way,@ reverse $Ae security
indictment of the physicist and to restore his pubhc honor . . . .

“An important impetus to commission action came from the
Federation of American Scientists, a, wlitical action commit-
tee created by a group of scientists m 1946. In October, 1961,
the fed+tion wrote a letter to the commission urging a com-
plete renew of the Oppenheimer case.

~~FOI.reasons fiat am mt clear, knowledge of the federation
letter was originally restricted to the two scientist members
qf the commission—Dr. Seaborg and Dr. I&land J. Haworth—
~~~~%~m the two lawyer memdx?rs-Mr. Olsfl and John

“It was “only in the following March that the two lawyer
commissioners were told by Neil Naiden, general counsel of

,n tb~ cO~ission ab?ut, the fede,rat$m letter.
During a conumsszon meetmg m March, Mr. Olsen asked

whether a letter from the federation was ‘floating around
hem’ This brouaht the Ounenheimer case UD for discussion

tratio<. “
APPOINTMENT SUGGESTED

,<~, OISon ~ecomended appointing Dr. Oppenh@er ~ a
consultant on a classified project. This, he pointed out, vwuld

‘??
ire a new security investigation. Then a report would be

la before the commission and the commission would r!rant

tii~”il=tfon.

INVITED TO WHfTE HOUSE
,.A8 ~ t~ ~IIWn, b test pubuc reaction, the Adminis&-

(Contbmed on Page 4)

FAS STATEMENT
Current Prospects for Achieving Significant Arms Con-
trol and Disarmament Agreements with the Smiet Union
Recent changes in the international political and military

situation appear to increase the practical prospects for
arrangements between the United States and the Soviet Union
allom%.g reduction in major armamentz, limiting the produc-
tion of ;ew a,mament?, and reducing the chances of ‘war by
iceident or mlscalculatmn. Newer, more immlnerable weapons
reduce the dangers which could reimlt from possible violations
of atis control agreements and, as a r~ult, lessen substan-
tially the requirements for inspection. In addition, the Soviet

seems ti have emerged, which may allckv a more reilistic
and perhaps more conciliatory approach to outstanding dif-
ferences

The obances for a signidcant agreement in one particular
area of arms control negotiation-a nuclear test ban-seem
to have been improved by developments in recent months.
The Soviet Union has offered to allow at least some on-site
inspections. This appears to offes’ a new chance for a com-
promise cm the exact number of such inspections. If this
@cul~ Iomz-stating obstacle t? agreement can be ,Jver-
eame, there. may be cause for optimism that the remaining
points at issue in the tes&ban discussions between the U.S.
and tie Soviet Union could he resolved.

Transcending the question of a test ban is the fact that
modern weapons technology is bringing into being on both
sides nuclear deterrent forces which can survive any likely
attack and retaliate with sufficient destructive power to deter
WY .potenti?l aggressor. New weapons, especially including
mlssdes whmh can be fired from submerged submarines or
from concrete encased launching sites in the ground, have
made the balance of terror very much less delicate. No longer
can a surprise attack by one side eliminate the retaliatory
capacity of the other side. Since press reports, confirmed by
Secretary McNanwra’s recent testimony before the House
Armed. Services Committee, @dicate that the Soviet Union as
well w the United States M developing these invulnerable
retaliatory weapcms, jt appears that the nuclear powers are
approaching a Sltuatkm m the next few years in which the
nuclear arms race could at last level off, or even be reversed.

With the advat of these new weapons the ability of one
side to retaliate effectively after attack no longer depends
greatly on the level of forces of the other side. This is a. major
change from the situation of the recent past, in which
strategic deterrence de ended almost entirely on relatively

%vulnerable rn~ed born ers. The emerging situation has at
least two sigmfioant implications for the arms race: (1), Tacit
understandings could be reached whereby each side would
limit the level of its strategic arms, would not tm.nsfer
nuclear weapons or strategic delivery vehicles out of its con-
tiol? and would seek other measures to stabilize the strategic
envmonment; (2) There could be more far-reaching disa.cma-
ment measures in which the level of strategic ‘armaments
would be drastically reduced, and such agreements would
require otiy a modest amount of inspection on the territory
of each side.

(Continued on Page 2)
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(Continued from Page 1)

.The character of modem weapons implies tit the overall
stability of the strategic balance could not be upset by even
a large number of hidden armaments or a large amount of
hidden production facilities. It has been estimated that the
SOVietUIdOn would have to use more than ten ICBMS to have
a 90% chance of destroying one Minuteman missile in its
hardened silo. If the U.S. had even 100 such missil~it is
planning to build at least 950 of them-the USSR would need
at least 1000 ICBMS simply to reduce the U.S. Minuteman
force to ten surviving missiles. Since a recent uncl~ified
estimate of the Institute for Strategic Studies in London
attributes to the Soviet Union a force of about 75 ICBMS at
the present time, it becomes clear that the tiquisition of a
force neeay to launch a successful first-strike against
hardened American missifes would be a large--and easily
observabl~undertaking. Furthermore, the U.S. now has nine
Polaris submarines, and expects ultimately to have forty-
one, carrying a total of 656 Polaris missiles. These submarinw
are immune to reliable detection and location by any known
means, and it will certainly be many years, if ever, before
=IY anti-rnissile missile could be built that would effectively
defend cities against the missiles from these submarines. The
U.S. also has nearly 3,000 aircraft capable of delivering
nuclear weapons to the Soviet Union. Since the delivery of
even 25 large thermonuclear weap@M on the U.SSR could
cause between ten and, twenty million casualties, it seems
clear that the U.S. would retain a potent deterrent even after
large reductions in its strategic forces.

Recent news reports and statements by Government officials
imply that our knowledge of Soviet strategic armainents is
quite good, so that it may therefore be possible to fashion
an agreement which avoids inspection of retained armaments
+ feature of past U.S. proposals which has b+en stremwmsly
resisted by the Soviet Union—while including a reasonable
amount of inspection to provide long-temn assurance against
s~~t new p~duction. BY such an agreement, there
would be observation of the destruction of armaments and
inspection of de&red production facilities-aswcts of inspec-
tion that have been accepted by both the United” States and
the Soviet Union-and at least some means of ascertaining
that supposedly civilian production facilities are not produ-
cing cumaments. Suoh measures would not compromise the
security of the military establishments of either side.

The Soviet Union last Fall modified its position in the. dis-
armament negotiations and has--contraw to its earlier pasi-
tion-agrs+d that each side might keep an agreed number of
intercontinental missiles in the early stages of the disarma-
ment process. It has, however, rejected the U.S. proposal that
each side accept proportional cuts in all armaments. One
reason for this appears to be the fact that such a proportional
reduction would perpetuate the present Western lead in
strategic arm+a lead which would in fact INwnne more
signidcant as the level of arms is reduced. If am agreement is
to be acceptable to the Soviet Union, the West may ‘hm.e to
consider reducing the margin of its present numerical su-
periority. In return, the USSR might be willing to give UP
some of its present superiority in conventional forces, espe.
cially in Europe, against which much of our nuclear capability
has been developef and deployed.

Another type of agreement which would be advantageous
to both sides would ‘involve a substantial limitation on the
production of major armaments. The latest U.S. and Soviet
dis— ent plans call for production Iimitatioms in the first
stage of the disarmament agreement. SucA limitations on
production, whether they permit one-for-one replacement as

AEC RE&TtlCTIONS MOD1tiED

~.” University protests over certain Atomic Energy Commis- F.
5@I’ restrictions Orithe free exchange of visits and informs.
tlon between United States and Soviet bloc scientists have
led the AEC to modify many of its restrictions. (W. Post,
3/20.)

The dispute has centered around the operation of large and
expensive atomsmashers, which are built with AEC ?Wds” aiid
owned by the AEC but operated by universities sucJI as Stan-
ford, Hamumd and fiinceton under AEC contracts.

For exainple, the contract would have required Harvard to
obtain permission from’ the AEC before a Soviet bloc scientist
could be invited to visit the AEC-owned accelerator.

Moreover, the contract would also have required a Harvard
scientist who wanted to send data from an accelerator experi-
ment to a Soviet bloc scientist to first get an a~eement from
the” Sotiet bloc scientist that comparable data would be sent
in return.

AEC officials now concede that their original c.ontractyk
conditions. were too stringent. And they have mcdified, but
not ‘altogether eliminated, many of the most irritatii restric.
tions.

In the case of visits by Soviet bloc scientists, for. ex.imple,
the director of the accelerator will now have control of czmwd
visits without requiring prior AEC approval.

In the case of exchanging information with Soviet bloc
scientists, unclassiti@, published information “within reason-
able bounds” may be sent without restriction. As regards un-
classified, unpublished data, it may be forwarded on request
and “if appropriate” the scientist may ask for reciprocity
from the Soviet bloc scientist.

?7.

in the U.S. plan or completely halt production as in the Soviet
plan, would represent perhaps the most significant part of an
overall agreement. Even major arms reductions could not be
expected to remove completely the danger of a nuclear waz or
to eliminate massive damage and loss of life if a .-jar
nuclear war should occur. But a limitation on prodbctioi
would halt the growth of weapons stockpiles and would pre-
vent the production and deployment of novel and eyen more
destructive weapons. Equally important, this dramatic evi.
deuce of restraint on the part of the present nuclear .Wwers
coald be a powerful example for those countries who” TOW
feel, or who might feel in the future, that they must P+sess
nuclear weapons and the means to deliver them as symbols
of their national POWW and pride.

Arrangements such as those envisioned here would greatly
reduce but not remove the nuclear threat’ hanging over us all.
They would not settle the many political controversim which
divide the world. But. they would radically lessen many of
the existing dangers of war by accident, miscalculation, or
ewalation. Tiiey would provide a pause in the arms rS.ce and
lead h a broader r~ognition of the futility of force as a
means of settling political issues. They would improve the
political climate and enhance the likelihood of political and
economic settlements. Likewise, these agreements would rep-
resent the necassary first steps toward long-tarm security
arrangements witk enhanced international peace-keeping in-
stitutions and far-reaching disarmament.

It is imperative that our Government and leadem through-
out the world interested in controlling ,,be modern teds Of ,-...
destmxtion, explore earnestly and optimistically all pwaibili-
ties for formal and informal agreements arising from the
new political, military, and tedmicai situation in which we
fmd ourselves today.

(Released April. 15, 1963.)
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Alfc REPORT OPTIMISTIC ON PEACJ2FUL
USIK3 OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

The AEC plans to s&t‘off two micb.r “devices annually over
the next four years to perfect nuclea.i explosives for peaceful
use -in mining, chemical production, reserVoir conskuct.iozh
and .@ssibly for the “+xxwation of a new Panama Canal. These
plans were. set out in the commission% bud Report to
Congress which stated that: f<for scientific purposes,. the
nuklear explosive is a proven and v~satile “tool.” Acc@ing
to tie Report, the chemical and nuclear explosive expernnents
carried out under the Plowshare Program “lmve advanced
understanding of nuclear cratering to such a point that: (1) A
redried technology for excavation with nuclear explosives
aPWrs possible within about the next five years; (2) There
are now assurances that future applications will not be
seriously restricted by hazazds from radioactivity; (3) The
cunou,ntcharged for nuclear explosions should be considerably
less m the futwre than the presently published estmwtes;
(4) A preliminary theory of cratering has been developed by
AEC wientists.” As in past years, the Commission’s Annual
Report cited gains in biological and physical researc h, in
putting the atom to work in space, under sea and throughout
the land; and. in civilian nuclear reactor development. (Annual
Report to’ Congress of the AEc for 1962, Jan. 1963, and
w. Post, 1/31.)

Annual congressional hearings on the state of the nation’s
atomic. industry began late in. February against. a backdrop
of rising optimism for the nuclear power program. These
l&dISS should provide’ some answers as to whether or not
the atomic energy industry can continue’ to develop along
lines suggested by the AEC’S recent study of the role of
nuilear’ power in’ this .xwntry’s economy. ( Se,e Newsletter,
Vol. 1S, No.. 10.)’ ‘Further support for a strong and broad
nuclear power program was proyid~d by the Twentieth Cen-
tury “Fund’s five-year study of cmhan nucl~ Nwer, which
w,.asrecently msde pubhc. The, repo,ti emphasmed that there
are cornpelhng reasons for sustamng the present scale of
et70rt aimed at botb lonx- and short-term goals. These
reasoris fnclude:

e The costs of generating nuclear power are promising.
. .. The Nation% capacity to produce fissionable material is so

great that enormous ~nomic waste is in prospect if these
cannot be used productively for peacef~ purposes.

* The United States possesses an unequaled opportunity to
provide effective world leadership in both the control and
uromotion of nuclear ?mwer development. (W. Post, 2{20.)

In drimwtic cent.ras~ ti these’ opinions, ‘D&id Lili+thal, the
first chiirman pf the AEC, has called for the’ go~enunent to
abandon its support of atomic power “ind to reduce suh-
stantkdly its .suppat of ,basic atomic research. Lilie.@al thus
chfdlenged the AEC in a series of lectu~es eaflier ths year at
princeton University. AS regards atonuc power development,
he suggested the following as premises for 1963:

. Ener~ from the atom is not now needed for civilian
purposes---

. At the time and place where it is needed it will be forth-
coming without govwnmental pi-cdding. If there is a real
need itwill be met by ,tbe utility and manufacturing indus-
tries, as it has been wnth the automobile, the diesel emgine,
the telephone and so on, in response ta proved economic need.

● There is now no urgent fuel or power crisis and no Pros-

%&o~~:~;~taken wire of by the atom if that is then
W of ope in the foreseeable futur% when such a shortage

Moreover, said Lilientbal, who resigned as chairman of
the AEC on February 15,.1950, the Government “should stop
trying to force-feed atanuc energy~>

,,Throw away tie presen~ ,discredited time-table.” ~n’t
abandon the. hop+ for compet]twe power, he advised, but deal
with it reahstically.

The same appro~ch, Lilienthal argued, should apply to the
atom in basic science, in medicine and agriculture and indus-
try. Funds and scientific manpower should be freed for other
“starved” areas of research and development, such as bio-
chemistry.

In effect, Lilienthal was saying just the opposite of what the
AEC had reported to President Kemedy in November 1962,
and what AEC officials told the Joint Committee in late

SCIENCE AND MAN:
HRSBtJRGH SPEECH,

The foll&ing &nun&ts, are taken from a speech delivered
by ReY. T. M. Hesburgh, “President of The University of Notre
Dame, at the California, Institute of Technology, Nov. 16,.“-.
Mb%,:

@But MU Scimce a’n,ft~ology in our, day be dedicated
to this great and noble work, of human liberation? The be?t
way to approach an answer .to this question is not to ask lt
of science and technology, which are impersonal, but to ask
the.men who are the scientists and the engineers, the men who
create and operate the present world of science and tech-
nology. Maybe it is time for scientists and en@neers to become
philosophers and theologians, too, that they might question
the moral impact of their work on the world of man in which
they live. Is this asking too much of scientists and engineers?
Ask anything less, and You reduce scientists and engineers to
the level of automatons, and condemn them to the same state
that we bemoan in our adversary. It really makes little
praotical difference if scientists and engineers in tbe Soviet
~esdm are forced to dedicate their, lives tb utterly materialistic
ends, and o,yrs,are .v+ced to do hkevnse, by financial support,
by prestigious appomtmen!s, or by the yave of oyr present
affluent culture and matinal preoecupatmns. In .e>ther case,
science is prostltited to something far below Itsgreatest
human potentiality in our times. In either case, mankind is the
loser. and indeed the. heaviest moral ‘c~ndemnation may fall
upon’ the scientists and” engineers who act freely, who might
hive chosen differently.

“I realize that both science and engineering may be a
~Ptii~llY satisfying experience for the ‘scientist ?nd en-
gineer, but this is not the thrust of my remarks’ whmh con-
cern the moral and social effeots of sqience and technology in
our day. I would even say that ths personal satisfaction
would be greatly enhanced if the individual scientist and en-
g@eer knew that his unique efforts were part of a great
human endeavor to reverse the historic inhumanity of man ta
man, and to make nature work for instead of against mankind.
ff on the other hand, ~e. efforts of me scientist and engineer
are directed towards tmmal or worse ends, hls personal satis-

(Continued on Page 4)
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make a vital contribution @ward meeting the Nation’s long-
term energy requirements and that tbe proper role for the
Government is to develop and to demonstrate the technology
that will lead to a self-sustaining and growing nuclear power
industry.

In short, whtme Lilienthal wants the AEC to get out of
the nuclear power businey, the AEC not only wants” to remain
in the atomic vower” business, but to increase its sumwrt of
the Nation’s miclear power efforts. (W. Post, 3/21.) --

Lilientbal recently testified at the April hearings (on the
atomic power program) of the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy and told the Committee that the AEC should pay
more attention to safetv and tbe hazards of large nuclear
power plants. In answe~ Committee Cbairnmn John O. Pas-
tore stressed that both tbe Joint Committee and the AEC

February.
l%s was essentially that nuclear energy can and should
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faction will have a rather pathetic hue ta anyone who thinks
seriously of the total human situation today.

“We all admit the impact of the scientific and technological
revolution in mm times, but we have yet to witness the revolu-
tion of scientists and engineers. . . .

“Think for a moment of what would happen if the revcdu-
tion of scientish and engineers should occur in our time,%
Su pose tkat our scientists and engineers really decided to

%ma e an assault on hunger: by developing both good and arid
lands abroad and organizing large scale agriculture around
the world as we have in this country where 5% to 10% of the
population feed all the rest of the people and develop huge
surpluses. We have proved that it can he done, b“t we have
been satisfied to do it mainly for ourselves. If scientists and
engineers put their talents to work, do you believe that there
would be 900 million illiterates in this world, with all the,
rities of human culture! closed to them? With modern cmn-
munications, one master teacher can teach millio%bu.t it
isn’t being done, except in a few isolated places where it has
begun without our help. What if more scientists and engineers
decided to make a concerted assault on disease, through btter
sanitation, vaccination, nutrition and all the rest ? Again, we
do it for oumelves and seem largely unconcerned about the
rezt of humanity. We know that indus++ial development de-
pemds largely upon electrical energ~ Afrma, for example, has,
40% of the hydro-electr@ potentkal of the world.’ But only
‘% of 194 of the potential m developed. We balked at the
Aswan Dam and let the Rnssians do it. Italian engineers built
the Kariba, and we argued for months about the volts h
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tion. invited Dr. Oppenheimer to a White House dinner on
April 29, 1962, that honored forty-nine Nobel Prize winners.
The invitation was regarded by, some Whit.k House officials
as tbe first step in the ‘rehabilitation, of Dr. Oppenheimer.

“During the dinner, Dr. S.eaborg was understood to have
apprOa~ed Dr. O pefitier and asked whether he would lfke
another he.-. % O,,emheimer was reported to k“, re-
plied, .in effect, %ot on your life.>

“The SeabOrg question and the Oppenheimer rewOnSe
pointed up the basic problem confronting Administration of.
ticial+that of findin

‘~~d of mtiogat,on! a ‘a’ b “cl~.D~ OP@eker
wnthout r~penmg ~e earmgs and subyactmg him to another

‘iLate ~, tie Spring of 1962 there was general agreement
within the Administration that it would be .a mistake for the
commission to act then. Those taking this view believed it
would be unwise to take any action that might make the
Oppenheimer ease an issue in the approaching Congressionalin the shi~s vicinity cm the o~er.j>

The Savannah now undergoing modifications at Galveston,
Tex., is expected to sail from that port early in April. It bas eleetion.

already visited 11 American ports and is scheduled to visit “After the election, there was renewed activity within the

a number of foreign ports. (W. Post 3127.) commission and the office of Dr. Jerome B. Wiesner, the
President’s science adviser. In recent weeks officials have been
indicating privately that action could be expected shortly.’>
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